
The Italian Collection

The first year of the Portland Seedhouse catalog is here! We are 
thrilled to offer so many new varieties to the public. The Italian 
farmers are the ones who made these Italian varieties carry on 
in their cultures for hundreds of years. The work to keep these 
varieties alive is an immense task. By supporting the work of 
the Seedhouse you can help keep these, ours and many more 

countries cultures on the table for many more generations as the 
Seedhouse travels to grow the seed network. 

Collected throughout Italy here are some of the places they were 
collected as you read the descriptions. 

TM = Collected at Terre Madre the largest Italian food conference anywhere, CF 
= Casina de Fructase, Bruno and Family, NB = Nico Biologic, Frederico in Lucca, 
AV = Antiqia Varterti, Roberta in Parma, AD = Adipa in Lucca, Pasquale in Lucca

Thank you for supporting the growers that continue to bring these seeds to your 
garden and keeping biodiversity alive!   - Evan Gregoire

BEANS

Stortino Lucca - Collected from Nico Biologic outside of Lucca, this shiny black little bean was a surprise coming out of the pod. A 
staple in Lucca the few varieties that they grow have been in the families for generations. Bush type 5” pods are compact and store 
nicely picking late into the season. Very hardy and disease resistant in the Northwest. NB

Del Prete- One of the stranger beans collected with immense beauty. These colorful wonderful runner beans were late but did stay late 
into the frosty season being able to be harvested. Purple, red, speckled three different patterns from different plants but appear to be 
grown together as one variety. NB

Dente di Morto di Acerra- These Cannellini beans, which flourish in the volcanic soil around Acerra (Naples), have a thin, almost 
imperceptible skin and cook quickly, virtues that have become fixed over time thanks to their cultivation in volcanic, nutrient-rich soil. 
TM

Borlotto- Also known as ‘Borlotti’, is an heirloom Italian-type bush bean.  The plants are sturdy, erect, and reach about twenty four 
inches in height. Like other Italian beans, the pods are flattened in shape.  ‘Borlotto’ pods are pale-green in color, mottled with rosy-
red. The beans are best harvested when they are about five inches long at the young, tender stage, just as the seeds start to swell in the 
pods. The seeds are a creamy-tan color mottled with maroon. CF

The S.Anter and Panzariedd beans, are the two most representative ecotypes of the thirteen traditional varieties retrieved and produced 
in Casalbuono, in the southern part of Salerno province, within the National Park of Cilento, Vallo di Diano and Alburni. These beans 
are climbers and in the casalbuonese farming are closely related to maize intercropping, whose stems act as support, sowing is carried 
out from early June in conjunction with corn sowing.

Di Casalbuono Panzariedd- Rounded, slightly oval shape and a half white – half beige colorsometimes very intense until reaching a 
dark burgundy color). TM

Di Casalbuono Sant’Anter - Named after Saint Antero Pope and Martyr, patron of Casalbuono, it is slightly curved, with red-violet 
streaks; dry seeds have oval-shaped and a white color with reddis streaks. TM
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TOMATO

Evan’s Red market plum- Collected in the city of Asti, these pointy 8 ounce red sauce tomatoes with green shoulders are tasty on the 
vine for a long time. They made a tasty fresh sauce reminiscing of strawberries. Could use some more selection for the shape you 
want, some were more plum shaped then others. 

Piennolo Del Vesuvio- One of the oldest tomatoes and most traditional of the Vesuvius region, of oval or slightly plum-shaped with a 
pointed apex, frequent ribbing towards the stalk and thick skin of ruby red, high consistency pulp, and lively flavor intense and sweet-
sour.TM

Canestrino  - These are fairly common in Lucca where they are grown specivifaclly for a sauce tomato. Let these get real ripe on the 
vine and make sauce that day when you pick them, they are out of this world just like from your Grandmas Italian kitchen. AD

Canestrino mixed – This gene pool is from a couple different growers and an old fashioned Antique strain that is smaller and some-
what tastier. AD

Datterino Marchetti - Datterino – “Little Dates” - This bright red tomato has the oblong shape of a date palm, reminiscent of its name 
desert fruit name. It has a high sugar content that makes it sweet and fragrant, with few seeds and a thin skin. The plant grows in single 
or double clusters with growing in herringbone formation, each bunch producing 8 to 14 tomatoes. AD

Pomodorino B’ischia – One of the other great drying and fresh eating 1 inch red plum tomatoes. Buon appetito, e ci vediamo alla pros-
sima, sempre da Ischia, ciao ciao! “Good appetite, and see you next time, always from Ischia, bye bye!” AD

Gigante di Rotonda - “Giant Round Tomato” - This ancient variant of the Cuor di Bue, is quite sweet, aromatic, very fleshy, and 
contains few seeds, the flavor of that of a long lost antique tomato. The color is a beautiful red, even slightly purple, lighter in the ribs 
and their form can vary from ribbed to almost heart shaped. It contains few seeds, consists of many lobes, the skin comes off very 
easily from the pulp which is fleshy and abundant, with a sweet note that prevails the acidity and has a distinctive aroma. This tomato 
size is truly remarkable and can reach up to 3 pounds. In the kitchen: The giant tomatoes are great in salads or served on a bruschetta 
accompanied by olive oil. AD

Genovese Cimelo Liguria – One of the highest producing flat round green shouldered with exceptional flavor. The loved the heat and 
were another earlier and late season bloomer. Good 12 ounce flattened fairly uniform light red. AD

Corleone (Ribbed) & (Plump) - These were found with some super ribbed and some not so ribbed. The gene pools were isolated and 
kept apart to have a more ribbed version of the Corleone, and as I preferred the more upright lightly ribbed plum. In the kitchen: These 
broke down very easily and made a wonderful sauce, in the top ten. AD

Costoluto Pesarese - Ribbed Beefsteak of Pesaro
A ribbed tomato and slightly flattened, marked by obvious ribs and fairly compact, large tomato. Soft flesh and the taste is pleasantly 
aromatic. Little is known about this micro climate varietal, but it is clear they are a rare variety. Production area: Urbino area of the 
Pesaro region.In the kitchen: Ideal for salad, best eaten raw. These were chosen best in show at the 2015 PSH tasting. AD

Belmonte - Belmonte
The large tomato is pale pink in color with hint of stronger staining toward the bottom, while the ribs remain almost always green. 
The characteristic of some are subtle ribbing and in other cases the shape of the fruit is oblong with the form of a drop at the end and 
thicker in the middle. AD

Bistecca Pierina Cimelo Della Toscana – These two to Bistecca were fairly productive. Out of all the tomatoes these may have liked 
a different climate. Possibly dryer nights. Both very tasty they need a little more selection work. AD Alternate: Bistecca Duri Cimelo 
Della Toscana

Costoluto Fiorentino - “Beefsteak type from Florence” - Red, 12-16 ounces slightly flattened fruit. Outstanding taste. Large vigorous 
Indeterminate plant with good production. This makes a really nice sauce. AD

Costoluto Grossa Tipo Genovese – Another taste test winner. 12 ounce red mishaped. In the kitchen: These unusually shapen fruits are 
some of the best when made into a sauce. AD



TOMATO 

Perino Giallo – The little yellow pear tomato that got away. These were oringally marked as Belmonte until growing out revealed that 
these were the little misshapen yellow that were on the list that weren’t tagged! AD

Rosa di Sorrento - Particular to Sant’Agnello and Piano, it’s a 1 pounder with a round shape to be a light red color fading into pink 
with green hues. It has a delicious pulp, meaty and compact with a delicate and sweet taste.  AD

Pera D’Abruzzo – This was a great slicer good medium size pear shape with green shoulders. AD

Principe Borghese – Very vigorous plant , the small fruits are arranged in clusters , they have a round drop shape. Grows in clusters of 
small bright red oblong fruits that dry well, able to keep hanging all winter. Production area is the slopes of Vesuvius outside Naples In 
the kitchen:Great flavor in sauces and bruschetta. AD

San Marzano – The classic San Marzano, small non hybridized and delicious. In the kitchen: The saught after Italian Heirloom for 
canning. AD

Principe Borghese- Det. Excellent flavor used for sun-dried tomatoes as it has few seeds and little juice. Bears small fruits in prolific 
clusters over a long season. In the kitchen: These are prolific drying types. AD

10 dita di Napoli - “Ten fingers of Naples” - This is a very old heirloom variety, which produces huge quantities of medium 6 ounce 
elongated fruit in clusters, pointed fruit reaching 5-6 inches in length. Fruits are produced in bunches, seemingly 10 fingers of hands of 
cylindrical tapering red fruit with an acidic flavor and firm flesh. The flavor is much superior to many modern types, being sweet and 
rich. Production area: This fine variety is from Naples. In the kitchen: Makes a good paste, cooking or canning type. BC

Yellow piennolo of Serbia – Small pointed 1 ounce yellow cherry. One the relatives to the red version, this one originally is from Ser-
bia but grown in heavy production as a drying tomato in Southern Italy.In the kitchen: Love these dried but they are juicy enough for 
fresh eating in salads. TM

Bistecca Rosa – A very unique pink rose color with good shape and size at just under a pound. Mid size producer but good overall 
sweet and acid balanced flavor. AD

Chico Bella Garfagnana – One of the two top tomatoes for production and flavor. These beauties ranked high in all taste tests and were 
producing late into the season. A definite winner and a beautiful rosy color. 16-20 ounce fruits. In the kitchen: They were great for pas-
sata and fresh eating. AD

Coure di Bue Albenga - “Ox Heart of Albegna” - It was introduced into Europe at the beginning of the 16th century. Also called Li-
gurean Pear of Albenga. Large variety, ribbed, heart-shaped. Once considered bad, in the ‘80s it began to be appreciated for its special 
qualities of dry pulp, few seeds, and little juice. The color ranges from pinkish to red-orange and sweet. 

Enrica Cimelo Toscana – One of the taste test winners. Deep blood red paste and passata, great flavor top five! 

Ficarazzi – A strange little 8 ounce tomato with a great flavor just not that appealing to the eye. These unusual tomatoes usually have 
stayed in production despite the shape, it’s the flavor that matters for the Italians. AD

Moresco Cimelo Maurizio Family – A good all around producer, very nice flesh and good for canning and fresh eating. Held up well 
in the field heat had a thicker skin. AD

Pantano Romanesco
The shape of the fruit is round yet flattened, slightly ribbed, similar to Costoluto Genovese but not quite as flat, is brilliant-red with 
an almost purple hint, with meaty interiors bursting with rich and complex flavors. Deep red fruits, quite firm, medium to large size. 
Vigorous plants.

Rosa di Benevento (Small ones are called “Tondino”)
This tomato has a high concentration of vitamin C and is a compact and sweet variety. By far these were the most productive, every 
farm should grow these based on production value and flavor! In the kitchen: In Benevento, these tomatoes are prepared (with pureed 
tomatoes, abundant basil, pecorino, and whipped with mozzarella di bufala cream), in a traditional pasta called “Scarpariello” made 
with saragolla, an ancient durum wheat flour that dates back to the Middle Ages. AD



SQUASH

Tromboncino - 60 days summer squash, 90 days winter squash. Also known as zucchini rampicante although, unlike other zucchini, a 
moschata. Tender, mild, sweet and nutty when harvested as summer squash at 8–12”. Delicious steamed, grilled or sliced raw in salad. 
Italians use it in gnocchi and to stuff ravioli. When the green-tan fruits grow very long, they are best baked as winter squash. As might 
be inferred from its alias, its vines are rampant and should be trellised. CF

Marina Di Chioggia - Blistery, bubbled, slate blue-green rind Maxima. Avg. 6-12 lb. bumpy squashes make a wild yet subdued 
ornamental statement for fall. This Italian seaside specialty is served as a deliziosa, especially for gnocchi and ravioli, and a culinary 
revelation all around. CF

Lunga di Napoli – Cucurbita maxima. Plant produces good yields of large squash with green with grey markings. It has orange flesh. 
Used in Mediterranean cooking, in soups, or baked and seasoned with oil and vinegar. A winter squash variety from Italy. * long sea-
son or greenhouse in the Northwest.CF

Musqae di Province - Cucurbita moschata. These gorgeous, big flat pumpkins are shaped like a big wheel of cheese, and are heavily 
lobed and ribbed. The skin is a beautiful, rich brown color when ripe. The flesh is deep orange, thick and very fine flavored, fruit grow 
to 20 lbs. each. This is a traditional variety from southern France and makes a great variety for fall markets. * long season or green-
house in the Northwest.CF

Small Cinderella Type- Maxima type, stores well fairly late very fruity flavor and meat in the cavity. Market pick up in Quattordio

ITALIAN CUCUMBER

These Italian cucumbers were given to me by Roberta a seed saver friend in Parma, Italy. They were given to her by a local grower 
who grows outside of Parma. The carousel and the rogue of the species Cucumis melo L. , which represent two types. Cultivation is 
widespread in Puglia, some estimates speak of about 200 acres and goes back several centuries ago. 

Spuredda Leccese Scuro- Fuzzy little cucumbers that have a lot of visual and culinary appeal. 

Poligna No Sembra un Piccolo Melone- These were the crowd favorite. Used in a syrup for the the Seedhouse annual tasting, once 
overripe this had melon flavors that are heavenly fruity. 

Massa Frassese- The larger variety used as a cucumber it has refreshing light qualities. 

Mezzo Lungo Barese- Formerly called Cucumber Carosello Barese - Light green, oval cucumber/melon. White flesh, 4 inches long. 
Mild tasting and very productive.  Grow on a trellis. 

OTHERS

Frigetelli Pepper – One of the best Italian peppers, great for frying and all over the plate. 

Long Napoli Red Pepper – These were traditionally dried and hung to be given only as gifts. I obtained them from the market in Or-
bassano from the Italian pepper guy.

Basilico Rosso  - “Red basil” – This basil is a sacred basil from Orbassano given to me with the red chard and red celery. Very excited 
about these new red introductions into the US. It has a great flavor and really has that sweet basil flavor at the end of the palate. The 
leaves were great late into the season. In the Kitchen: Theses made the most incredible purple pesto.

Red Watermelon – The seeds were given to me by a market farmer at the Organic farmers market in Asti. He said these might have 
originally come from the US as some of the tomatoes and other varieties might have. These varieties were possibly lost in the US prior 
to returning now. Amazing red seeds they need a hot long climate or try them really early in the greenhouse.

Look online for all the seed listings and specials
www.PortlandSeedhouse.com


